Abstract. The lane detection is important for the autonomous vehicle vision navigation used in the intelligent transportation system (ITS). Several approaches for lane detection were suggested in the past. However, there is still one issue about robustness. This paper presents a robust and real-time multi-lane detection method based on Road Marking Feature Points (RMFP) for autonomous vehicle navigation in urban environment. The key idea is to apply methods from extracting RMFP and the target tracking domain to identify lanes information in this article. Then we extract the RMFP from the gray-scale image and the IPM image. Besides we also use the lane line color and structure features to sift RMFP that meets lane line. At last, we adopt the clustering method to generate lane lines, and we track these lines by frame association and Kalman Filter. The experimental results show that our proposed method is robust and real-time detect the lane line of various kinds of complicated road. And based on the lane line visual navigation of unmanned experiment validate the reliability of our method.
Introduction
Recent years, advances in self-driving technologies have captured much attention and interest from researchers, the media and the general public. With the Google's self-driving car driving officially for testing on the California highway in 2015,other giant auto makers or corporations (such as Mercedes, Tesla, Volvo, BMW etc.) have been generally acknowledged that it is just a matter of time before self-driving cars step into people's life and have great influence on people's exist state. Therefore, a real-time and robust lane detection method is very important for autonomous vehicle vision navigation. There are many existing lane line method such as IPM-based, Hough transform-based , edge-based and threshold-based methods. Each method has its own advantages and disadvantages. For IPM-based in [1] - [14] , the difficulty involved the calibration of the camera. If the camera position is changed will affect the lane line detection result. But the IPM image has the very good parallelism. In [5] , Wang used Inverse Perspective Mapping to transform binary image space to top view space and using k-means clustering algorithm to analysis linear discriminant for reducing interference affect. For edge-based methods [6] , [17] , [21] , edge detection preserves important structural properties and significantly reduces the amount of data, but the difficulty involved eliminating noise edges from complex scenarios. The lane-mark edges might merge with the edges of shadows or dirt or cracks. For threshold-based approaches in [5] - [8] , [15] , [18] - [20] are sensitive to changes in illumination.
Most of the existing lane detection methods are designed for Advanced driver assistance system (ADAS), for example lane departure warning system(LDWS). Most of the existing lane detection methods in [5] - [10] , [15] - [24] only detect the current lane, however, multi-lane detection is very necessary for autonomous vehicle vision navigation when vehicle is changing lane. Several methods of multi-lane detection are introduced in [4] , [11] , [26] . Li [12] and Fu [13] were applied to omni-directional and panoramic camera, respectively. Their method than the average speed of monocular camera slowly.
In this paper, we proposed a robust and real-time method for multi-lane detection based on Road Marking Feature Points(RMFP) for autonomous vehicle navigation in urban environment and introduced an approach of RMFP extraction. Our proposed method has simple steps. Only interested in locale image preprocessing and image grayscale, no use of the methods of dealing with the time consuming and not robust such as edge detection, threshold processing and Hough transform. From inverse perspective projection of gray image get a bird's eye view of the image, then from the gray image and the bird's eye view extract RMFP. At last, we adopt the clustering method based on lines to generate lane line, meanwhile, tracking by frame association and Kalman Filter. In a number of city road experiments prove our multi-lane line detection method is more than the existing lane line detection method is more robust and real-time. Our method was successfully tested in the China Future Challenge 2014 and 2015 (CFC 2014 , CFC 2015 , which is an intelligent-vehicle competition.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section II, we describe the details of the proposed multi-lane detection method. Section III describes some experimental results under various urban conditions to confirm the excellence of the proposed method. Finally, Section IV discusses our conclusion and future works.
Image preprocessing
In this paper, several preprocess steps are required. First, we design a customized mechanism to determine image quality to prevent over or under exposure. This is helpful especially to obtain adjusted camera exposure time when the vehicle moves from a shaded area to an unshaded or the other way round. Lane line from the color, geometric edge and other road areas there is a significant difference, lane line color mainly is white or yellow. The most influential factors are R and G in the RGB color space. In this paper, the more suitable gray-scale conversion algorithm, expressed as:
One crucial step, gray-scale changed on a small scale own the same grey value in a image. Therefore, we optimize the result from median filtering within domain window, and calculate the mid-value only in an isochronous relation between a new generated window and out of bounds window pixel gray value. Compared with the original median filtering method, this method reduces the noise interference, and can improve the efficiency of the time. In this paper, the image is filtered using a 3 * 3 square neighborhood window.
Inverse Perspective Mapping
Inverse Perspective Mapping is a process that converts perspective images to inverse perspective images by means of transformation matrix . Being able to get the solution formula of the H in IPM is that : 
We can know that there are eight unknown numbers in the H matrix according to the formula(1),we need eight coordinate points to solve the H matrix ,including four world coordinate points of . Coordinate points in two groups are opposite to each other that is to say there is a mapping relation between point p1 in the image and point P1 in the world coordinates. To get those coordinates ,we can put four obvious markers on the pavement, such as conical barrel, as shown in figure1 ,rectangular four peaks happen to be the four points we need.
Image coordinate points :image coordinates that rectangular four peaks of 1
p in perspective image obtained by way of clicking the mouse manually, which is shown in figure 2 .There are certain operating errors among image coordinates which gained by way of clicking the mouse manually, but this type of errors can be accepted by practical application.
World coordinate points :It need to build the world coordinate system which using pavement as plane and vehicle location as reference before calculating the world coordinate points ,which is shown in figure 3. Fig.1 Obtaining image coordinates through clicking mouse. Fig.2 Coordinates of rectangle's four peaks in the world coordinate system. The homograhpy matrix H transforms the perspective image into the bird-eye view image,so those world coordinate points should be transformed into the coordinate points of the bird-eye view, while the bird-eye view is the image expression of the plane of the world ,there is the equal proportional relationship between it and the real plane of the world,we suppose the proportion coefficient is k (cm/pix), so the width of every pixel in the bird-eye view represents -cm practical pavement.Then we can get to know the numeration of the world coordinate point according to figure 5,and the numeration as follow:
In those data ,the value of
and Dis is get through measuring ,while the value of
and k can be set according to the visual needs. In the textual experimentation process,we adopt the parameter setting that
,so the image size of the bird-eye view is 500 300× .
RMFP Extraction
Due to road identification and the road has obvious contrast, which makes the pavement logo has a unique feature, we will be this kind of features is called the pavement marking, according to the pavement marking points feature extraction is pavement marking feature points.
We analysis the road image in a row to the gray value of intensity distribution. We can find from the figure 3 and the figure 4 have jumped points in the edge of the pavement marking points which distributed on both sides. We call up along points to the left of points, and call the right side points as falling edge points, and these points are collectively referred to as pavement marking feature points. 
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Because the pavement marking has obvious rising and falling, so it needs to extract one point individually on rising edge and falling edge to make up a pair of points when we extract pavement marking feature points. The pavement marking feature points belong to the bigger jumped points long with adjacent pixel gray value's D-value. Thus, we adopt local gradient method to extract the road marking feature points.
Firstly, we calculates the average gray value avgV of the gray image's local road to access the pavement's gray intensity, whose location near the below in general. When the camera is fixed, we can specified for a region as the local surface area.We adopt uniform sampling method, namely every area extract a pixel gray value in the column i k and row j k , and the calculation formula avgV is as follows:
on behalf of the gray levels of pixels to ) , (
, N for the number of sampling pixels, start I , end I and start J , end J represent the start and pixels' column and row, and i k and j k respect increment of the column and the row.
Secondly, we calculate pixel point ) , ( y x horizontal proximity pixel gray average value avg and access the pixel gray value's intensity level. When the gray value is too high or too low near the pixel, the gradient between the pavement marketing and the road's gray will become small. The average of gray's calculation formula is as follows:
, it can achieve the desired effect. Meanwhile gradient threshold value formula of T ∆ is as follows: Among them, h t _ , m t _ , l t _ are the tune parameter of high bright area、medium bright area and low bright area. The parameter that we used in the experiment are :
As shown in figure7, A, B, C are high bright area、medium area and low bright area individually and we can see that the gradient range of high bright area and gray area are small, but medium bright area's gradient is bigger than them.
Calculate the pixel point's gray value's gradient v ∆ before and after pixel point ) , ( y x , and the calculation formula is as follows: 
According (7) and (8), we can extract rising edge point and falling edge point out from a line's pixel in the image. From the figure 5, red represents rising edge point and blue represents falling edge point. We see that on the left of the lane line are rising edge points and the right's are falling edge points.
We require road marking feature points are the points pairs by composed of adjacent rising edge points and falling edge points. As shown in figure 6 , we attribute all the pixel points' assignment in a line, which rising edge points are 1 and falling edge points are 2 and other points are 0. These are impressed by red ,blue and green as shown in figure, then put 0 point out according to the original order, again to find two adjacent values are 1 and 2 pixels, there is a note that must be in front of a value of 1 point and the value of 2 is right.
According to the above methods, we can extract road marking feature points out, the results is as shown in the figure 7.
Above them are aiming at extracting road marking feature points in a line pixel on the images. But compare to extract feature in the whole image, which is every line's above ways to extract in the image. however, when the lane line detection does not need so many feature points, in order to improve the extraction rate of feature points tend to adopt a few line extraction method, to extract the feature points in the image at the same time you just need to on the road area is extracted. Perspective images to extract the road marking the result of the feature points as shown in figure 8 , and the result of inverse perspective image extracted as shown in figure 8. In order to make full use of the respective advantage of perspective images and inverse images, when we are extracting RMFP, we will be extracted from two kinds of image points together to enhance RMFP extraction effect. Before integration needs to be extracted from the perspective image RMFP in inverse perspective projection image. Figure 18 is a process of fusion feature points.
From figure 9 and figure 10 can extract feature points were found to contain a lot of noise, it is because the above result is only based on the edge of the pavement marking points of feature extraction. In order to extract the results better, we also need to according to the width of the road marking feature extraction of feature points for each logo, which like the width of the lane line is 10 cm to 15 cm (in China) and a zebra crossing the line width is usually 40 cm or 45 cm. Assume The lane line width in the inverse perspective images, we can according to the width of the lane line features to constraint RMFP to filter out noise points do not conform to the lane line width, the specific constraints formula is as follows:
Among them, is the admitted deviation range, we set up the deviation's admitted range 
In order to enhance the filtering effect, we adopt double-layer filtering, namely on inverse perspective image and image at the same time. At first, we determine whether the point image f and perspective image g , which are used to regulate and charge filtering and it's good. The figure 13 shows the progress and result of color feature filtering.The above is the all principles and processes of extracting lane line RMFP. Due to the above ways, we can get the better lane line RMFP, but to zebra crossing, guide arrow and these pavement markings also could by this way to come true, and only need to revise the parameters of the width feature filtering. 

Clustering Based on Lines
The basic idea of Hough transform is to use the duality of point and line. The given straight line in the original image space is transformed into a point in the Hough space by the curve expression. In this way, the detection problem of a given line in the original image is transformed into the problem of finding the peak value in Hough space. Compared to the classical Hough transform, the probability based Hough transform is able to select pixels randomly. When the straight line meeting the condition, the feature points on the line are removed to reduce the amount of computation of the algorithm on some pixels. Constrained by the algorithm itself, however, Hough transform has some limitations.
When the linear detection of Hough transform is performed on the features containing noise. Because of the resolution is too small, the number of units in the coarse resolution will be dispersed to a number of smaller discrete parameter units. The accumulator can not get accumulated sufficient votes caused by failure detection. Therefore, the Hough transform is affected by the noise, so it can only get limited detection accuracy.
The least squares method is one of the commonly used linear regression method, can obtain a given data set is absolutely accurate linear in the mean square error, and higher detection accuracy than HT. However, LZ is sensitive to the outlier that deviates significantly from the regression line, and a small amount of strong noise significantly changes the regression line obtained by the least squares.
In the actual complex road environment, there are inevitably introduction noise in the characteristic stage of extracting lane line. Considering the advantages and disadvantages of Hough transform and least square method, this paper proposes a linear detection method combining those.
Firstly, the approximate area of straight lines is determined by Hough transform, and then the precise linear parameters are determined by using the improved least squares method for the feature points in each region.
Lane Lines Tracking
In the actual acquisition system and most of the intelligent vehicle systems, vehicle cameras directly obtain the video stream information, video streams in the adjacent two images are often between the great redundancy. Vehicle movement in time and space are continuous, because the car camera sampling frequency, in the image frame sampling period, the vehicle is only a very short distance forward, the road changes in the scene is very small, The performance of the front and rear lane change between the lane position is slow, so the previous frame image for the next frame image provides a very strong lane line position information. In order to improve the stability and accuracy of the lane recognition algorithm, this paper introduces the inter-frame association constraint. 
We first build a 
and delete the i in the R .
Δd
, it is obtained that the current frame i L and the previous frame j E are the same in the continuous space, set
It is over if
Through the above method, we can relate to the current frame and the previous frame lane line information. But we want more stable information, such as the current frame and the first three frames of the association, this method is not applicable. Kalman is an excellent solution for this problem.
Algorithm Summary
For better illustration, the algorithm is summarized in the following flow diagram ( Figure. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed algorithm is implemented in Opencv3.0 running on a Windows PC with Intel i5 CPU. In our experiments, the camera is installed in the car directly under the front windshield center position, from the ground distance of 1.5 m, and the camera's optical axis parallel to the plane of the vehicle chassis, facing the front of the vehicle. The acquisition cycle is 25ms. rate . Meanwhile, we tested the real-time algorithm, the algorithm average processing time per frame of about 35ms, much higher than in Table 3 other literature algorithms time.
Meanwhile, we tested the real-time algorithm, the algorithm average processing time per frame of about 35ms, much higher than in Figure 16 other literature algorithms time. Figure 22 shows the lane line detection results for different road conditions. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, a multi-lane detection system based on RMFP for autonomous vehicle navigation in urban environment is proposed. The system works based on monocular vision and the kalman filter.
Through extensive on-field tests, it has been proven that the proposed system is able to estimate the multi-lane information accurately and robustly. More importantly, the system works in real time and has the fewest limitations in practice, even works in dark nights. Its high level of accuracy and consistent good performances under difference conditions enable its implementation on the multi-lane detection for structured road. Research, volume 136 
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